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Marketed Games 

The Last Door Season 2  
Episodic point-and-click adventure developed in Unity 2D for Browser and PC (Steam). 
Position: Game Designer 
Developer: The Game Kitchen 
Published: 2014 - 2016 
 

Video Walkthrough: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RyatKrP-O84 

 

 
 
Inspired by the works of horror writers Edgar Allan Poe, H.P. Lovecraft, Arthur Machen and Guy 
de Maupassant, it features a deeply atmospheric gameplay experience, reinforced by very low-
res visuals and high fidelity audio to engage the player’s imagination. 
 
Gameplay focuses in exploration, dialog and solving puzzles to uncover mysteries of murder, 
experiments to trascend human senses, and a Lovecraftian secret cult. Creating and maintaining 
a slow build-up of dreadful atmosphere was the main design priority.  
 
The compilation of four episodes is eight hours long on average. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RyatKrP-O84
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Tasks performed 

 Design quests and puzzles. 

 Produce and maintain design documentation. 

 Pitch, develop and foster new locations, characters, and cutscenes. 

 Ensure the correct integration of new content into the existing lore and plot, working 
closely with programmers, artists, and other designers. 

 Design and mix sound effects, ambiences, and ‘audio-only’ cutscenes. 

 Write and edit text strings for object descriptions and dialog in English and Spanish. 

Awards 

 2015 - Nomination to ‘Best Browser Game’ and ‘Best Art’ Gamelab Barcelona Awards 

(Royal Academy of Interactive Arts and Sciences of Spain). 

Press Coverage 

 “If you’re put off by another retro-inspired pixel art game, don’t be – it’s very much worth 

playing.” –Rock, Paper, Shotgun  https://www.rockpapershotgun.com/2015/10/30/the-last-door-

season-2-early-access/ 

 “atmospheric, stylish and deeply disturbing.” –Polygon 
http://www.polygon.com/2014/10/28/7082525/free-horror-games-halloween-free-gaming 

 “the best Lovecraftian (with definite hints of Poe too, admittedly) point-and-click series 

the indie scene has to offer.” –Indiegames.com 

.http://indiegames.com/2016/04/the_last_door_season_2_-_colle.html 

Other Recognition 

 Episode 1 ‘The Playwright’ was shown at Indie Game Revolution, EMP Museum (Seattle) 

in March 2015. https://twitter.com/EMPmuseum/status/580821569041264640 

  

https://www.rockpapershotgun.com/2015/10/30/the-last-door-season-2-early-access/
https://www.rockpapershotgun.com/2015/10/30/the-last-door-season-2-early-access/
http://www.polygon.com/2014/10/28/7082525/free-horror-games-halloween-free-gaming
http://indiegames.com/2016/04/the_last_door_season_2_-_colle.html
https://twitter.com/EMPmuseum/status/580821569041264640
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The Last Door Season 1  
Episodic point-and-click adventure developed in Flash for Browser, PC, Android and iOS. 
Position: Game Designer 
Developer: The Game Kitchen 
Published: 2013 - 2014 

Video Walkthrough: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ASYzp4zdiZ0 

 

 
 

Inspired by the works of horror writers Edgar Allan Poe, H.P. Lovecraft, Arthur Machen and Guy 
de Maupassant, it features a deeply atmospheric gameplay experience, reinforced by very low-
res visuals and high fidelity audio to engage the player’s imagination. 
 
Gameplay focuses in exploration, dialog and solving puzzles to uncover mysteries of murder, 
experiments to trascend human senses, and a cult to a Ancient One-like creature. Creating and 
maintaining a slow build-up of dreadful atmosphere was the main design priority.  
 
The compilation of four episodes and four mini-sodes is 4 hours long on average. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ASYzp4zdiZ0
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Tasks performed 

 Design quests and puzzles. 

 Produce and maintain design documentation. 

 Pitch, develop and foster new locations, characters, and cutscenes. 

 Ensure the correct integration of new content into the existing lore and plot, working 
closely with programmers, artists, and other designers. 

 Design and mix sound effects, ambiences, and ‘audio-only’ cutscenes. 

 Write and edit text strings for object descriptions and dialog in English and Spanish.  

Awards  

 2014 – Indie Developer Burger ‘Coolest Game’ and ‘We Want a Sequel’ Awards. 
 2014 - Kongregate ‘Best Game 2013’ Award. 
 2014 - Armor Games ‘Best Adventure 2013‘ Award. 
 2014 - Nomination to ‘Best Sound and Music’ Gamelab Barcelona Award (Royal Academy 

of Interactive Arts and Sciences of Spain). 
 2013 - Nomination to ‘Best Browser Game’ Gamelab Barcelona Award (Royal Academy of 

Interactive Arts and Sciences of Spain). 

Press Coverage 

 “a creepy, creaky old-fashioned horror-mystery. As much Woman in Black as Lovecraft, 

the first chapter seems to understand the importance of the slow-build” –Rock, Paper, 

Shotgun https://www.rockpapershotgun.com/2014/02/19/open-for-business-the-last-door-season-one-

ends/ 

 “I experienced a handful of genuine chills” –Joystiq  http://www.engadget.com/2013/04/19/the-

last-door-review-snapshot/  

Other Recognition 

  ‘Just played first ep of The Last Door. Probably most effective point & click horror I played. ‘ –

Thomas Grip https://twitter.com/ThomasGrip/status/469218793240399872 
 ‘Really enjoyed playing "low res horror" game The Last Door today at @gamelab. Creepy, but 

cute, but haunting, but..’—Tim Schafer 
https://twitter.com/TimOfLegend/status/482684487219019776 

 Bulletstorm and The Vanishing of Ethan Carter Director Adrian Chmielarz, in his talk Holy 

Grail of Narrative Games (2014), included the game in his list of ‘The potential 

videogames have.’:  https://youtu.be/qsYYML1gew4?t=2897 

 

https://www.rockpapershotgun.com/2014/02/19/open-for-business-the-last-door-season-one-ends/
https://www.rockpapershotgun.com/2014/02/19/open-for-business-the-last-door-season-one-ends/
http://www.engadget.com/2013/04/19/the-last-door-review-snapshot/
http://www.engadget.com/2013/04/19/the-last-door-review-snapshot/
https://twitter.com/ThomasGrip/status/469218793240399872
https://twitter.com/TimOfLegend/status/482684487219019776
https://youtu.be/qsYYML1gew4?t=2897
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Other Games 

Spring Soccer 
Position: 3D Generalist Artist 
Developer: The Game Kitchen 
Engine: Unity 3D 
Platforms: Android 
Unreleased (completed December 2012) 
 

Spring Soccer was an adaptation from the classic toy: soccer player figurines stand on short 
springs pinned to the playfield and are surrounded by a well that attracts the ball toward them. 
The player then pulls the figurine back using her finger, points at wherever she wants to kick, and 
releases the figurine to launch the ball forward.  

My task was to model and texture plastic-like figurines of the players and field. Though I 
completed my tasks, the game was never released. 


